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A b s t r a c t  : Q u an tu m  m ech an ica l b o u n d ary  c o rre c te d  c o n tin u u m  in te rm e d ia te  s ta te  
(B C C IS ) app rox im ation  and c lassica l tra jec to ry  M onte C arlo  (C T M C ) sim u la tion  m ethod 
hav e  been  em p lo y ed  to stu d y  to ta l ch arg e  tra n sfe r  c ro ss se c tio n s  in c o llis io n s  o f  Be** 
(q  = 2 -4 )  and Bv* (q  = 3 -5 )  w ith  atom ic hydrogen in ground  state in the energy  range o f  
30 -  200 keV /am u Results have been found to be in reasonable agreem ent w ith each other 
A ttem pts have been m ade to find ju stifica tio n s for such resem blance
K e y w o rd s  . H eavy ion-atom  co llisions, charge transfer, cross sections 
P A C S  N o. : 34 70 .+ e
1. Introduction
Let us consider the bound motion of a particle (A) in the field of an another particle (B). Let the
£
force between them obeys inverse square law, ^ ab  ~ 2 , where constant k is determined by 
nature of interaction i.e. gravitational or coulombic. If we solve the problem in framework of 
classical mechanics, all properties of motion arc predicted quite accurately, if A and B happen 
to be celestial bodies. If B and A are proton and electron respectively, it is a standard textbook 
exercise to show that binding energy comes out as [1]
9 _ 2  7 2 4
£  _ _ e  ^where J  is related to some action variable whi^h is continuous in
nature and other symbols have usual meanings. If we solve the same problem in the framework 
of quantum mechanics, binding energy expression is found as 12]
2k 2h Z 2c4 
‘ n2h2 •
In this case, we find discrete spectrum which reproduces experimental observations where 
classical mechanics fails. There are such numerous observations viz tunneling, spin etc. which 
can not be explained by the tools of classical mechanics. So physical events may be termed 
either as macroscopic or as microscopic. Unique classification of physical events as macroscopic
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or microscopic is a formidable task. However, they may be classified grossly in terms of length 
and energy scale. With this sense in mind, the collisions of heavy ions with atoms may be 
termed as microscopic events. Does it mean that wc can not apply laws of classical mechanics 
to find out the properties of heavy ion-atom collision ?
This lecture is motivated to address such queries. If we look through the results of 
findings [3] of classical limit of quantum mechanical formalisms, we may find the following 
interpretations : (i) Ensemble interpretation (El), (ii) Single particle interpretation (SPI) and 
(iii) Inconclusive. Now, if we accept El as one of the meaningful results, we may expect satisfactory 
results for heavy ion-atom interaction when we project classical equations of motion in an 
ensemble environment. Practically, this may be the basic theme underlying classical trajectory 
Monte Carlo simulation (CTMC) method applied to ion-atom collisions.
We shall now formulate the problem of heavy ion-atm collisions in the framework of 
both classical and quantum mechanics and results will be discussed in the cases of collisions 
of different degree ions of Be and B with ground state atomic hydrogen. These systems have 
been chosen due to the fact that Be and B have been identified as the plasma facing materials 
in the design of modern fusion reactors [4].
2. Theoretical formulation
Collision diagram is shown in Figure 1. Let a , b, fiT and }lp are reduced masses related to 
co-ordinates rJe ,rPe ,Rr and Rp respectively.
F igure  1 Coordinate representation for the reaction X** (B e ,2_4)4 or ) + H ( \ s )
( / i l ) +  H*
(i) Classical formalism :
Theoretical formalism of collision event in the framework of classical mechanics develops step 
by step in an analogous manner to those of experimental procedure for the same investigation.
Such one to one correspondence between theory and 
Experiment
experiment may be shown as follows. 
Theory
(i) Preparation of initial system (i) Initialisation
(ii) Collision («) Step by step integration of classical 
equations of motion
(iii) Detection (iii) Exit test and determination of cross 
section
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Classical Hamiltonian of the whole system may be written as
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H = 27APl + P* +P*) + T ^ \ P4 +P* + Po)
+ V ' V . H V V ^  ■ 0 )
where = (a?, - g 4)2 + (aq2 - q5 f  +(aq3 - )2
2 2 , 2 , 2
rrf + ^2 + 0j • (2)
Here , p t (i -  1, 3) be the rectangular coordinates and conjugate momenta of the electron 
relative to the centre of mass of the target system. The corresponding quantities of the projectile 
are qt , p, (/ = 4 -  6) respectively in the centre of mass system.
Hamilton’s equation of motion may be written as
P, = aq, i = 1- 2, 3,
P, = P Ty, ' = 4- 5> 6' (3)
a n d
P , = -
1 dV a(aq 1 dV
l"1 l11' Tr 'Te
1 dV  
R dR
a
P t v t*T
q, +q,1+3 i = 1. 2, 3, (4)
P, =
1 dV
v p c
, , 1 dV
( a
4, + —  
»T
1- 3 1 = 4 ,5 .6
where V ~~ (^ *7v) Vpt> (f*/v ) ^7^  (^  )■
These twelve equations in two sets given by eqs. (3) and (4) completely describe the motion of 
the whole system in centre of mass coordinates.
These coupled equations are integrated numerically step by step from f = — °° to 
1 = + °°. At t = -  001 (he target system is unperturbed. So initial values for qt andpt (i = 1 ,6 ) 
may be assigned in terms of six random numbers [51 from a sequence of random numbers. At 
/ = + ° o a n d  pf (/ = 1, 3) are determined. From these values of qt and pt (i = K 3), energies 
(ETt and E/v) of the electron in the sub-systems i.e. (electron, target) and (electron, projectile) 
respectively are determined. Then the processes arc distinguished as
(a) Charge transfer, E)w < 0, En  > 0
(b) direct ionization, E^ > 0, ETt > 0, rTe < r (5)
(e) transfer ionization, E >0. £_ > 0, rT > rp e T t Te pc
<d) elastic scattering and direct excitation, E' > 0, ETe < 0.
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Total ionization comes from the sum of direct and transfer ionization. Calculations are repeated. 
for several thousand trajectories.
If Nt is the total number of trajectories calculated and NR, number of trajectories 
satisfies any of the criteria for a specific reaction (a) -  (d), the cross sections are given by
a  r ~ W Kt NT) xb„u,% > (6)
where b is the maximum impact parameter beyond which no reaction takes place. The standard
error is estimated in either of the following ways.
S ' = a ,
, n t - '  ’
(NT - N R)
n tn r (7)
(ii) Quantum mechanical formalism :
Quantum mechanical Hamiltonian of the whole system may he written as
H = H0 + VTt (rTe) + Vpe (rpc) + VTp(R),
where //  = ---- — V 2 — — V2 (entrance channel)0 2 f j j  R> 2 a ru
1 v:. ~L v:
2P, 2b (exit channel).
In case of charge transfer, channel hamiltonians may be written as
»  = - - -  V«, ~  V l , .+V7r (ru )+VPf (rPc) + Vrt,(R)
2^r
//
—  K  +  Vr - i r r . '  + Vr , K >  +  V * >
w - £ -----------v,-------------------  ^
and the corresponding channel wave functions may be written as 
( E - H , ) ¥i  = 0, ( E - H f )¥ j  =0,
V,  = 0 i <rTt)e'k’K>,¥ / = 0 i (rpe) A * '
(8 )
(9)
( 10)
(ID
where
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£ = (entrance channel)
-  — !— +  € f (exit channel) (12)i p vwhere ( ^ ), £ (£^) and £ (K f ) are respectively initial (final) bound-slate wave function, initial (final) binding energy and initial (final) momentum of relative motion of colliding systemThe prior form of the transition amplitude (with the first term only) in the formalism of Dodd and Greider |6| may be written in the framework of distorted wave theory as
r, , = ( v , k * [ i + « l o ' , - w , >]*(»'- tv , V',
where Moller operators cot , w f and are defined as
(13)
ft/ = | + ------------------ tv ,
' E - H - W + i n  1l I '
co
t
= 1+------------------------wt .
E - H t ~ w t - i n  ' (14)
, I
S' ~ £ - W + V -//) 'where Wf (\Vf ) is the distorting potential in initial (final) channel and \\ is a distorting potential in an intermediate channel whose choice is restricted by the condition that it should contain no two-body potential occurring in VrNow if we substitute
= \ x ] )
and [l + ^ ( V ,- W ; ) ] | ^  ) = |$ ; ) (15)
then j ) satisfies the equation (in the limit t] -* 0)
( E - H  + Vx)\z~ ) = 0, 
provided that V( j x ] ) = 0-
( 16)
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Now writing } = \<t>, (rpi. ) and substituting in eq. (16), we may find 
<M r /v , [£'_£w ~ Ho ~ Vi r (R) ~ VTc (rn- >] C /
+ 7 ? ,  ♦ / (rft. ) . v l c ;  + v s ; = o .
Choosing Vx £ ] -  -  ^  V,^ <t>, (rPt). V,^ C,
and on substitution in eq (17). we may find that Gf satisfies the differential eq.
2u, 2 Rr
■V; + ■
2 a ^  r, +  ^ 7 r  ^r 7 < ' ^ +  - 0  .
(17)
(18)
Now, it Vle(r1f) andV7/,(/?) happen to be coulomb potential, the exact solution for G f f7]may
be found out. Now, the transition amplitude may be written accordingly and cross sections 
may be computed easily. The essence of this method lies m the fact that it takes into account 
of the intermediate states of the target and proper boundary condition is satisfied.
3. Results and discussion
Results computed from quantum mechanical BCClS-mcthod [7] and classical CTMC-mclhod
[5) are displayed in Figures 2-7 in case of interactions of ground state atomic hydrogen with 
Be2*, Be3*, Be4*, B3*, B4* and B5* respectively. The interaction of the active electron with the 
projectile ion has been treated in different ways. The projectile ion has been treated as a rigid 
core ion due to screening by passive electrons and the charge (Z^) on the projectile ion is
Figure 2. Total capture cross sections for Be?*+ H(l.v) collisions Theory —, present work
(model potential).......... present work (SS-model),------ , present work (BES-model), and
•  •  •  CTMC results f 13, f 4]
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determined by (i) bjnding energy screening [8,9] (BES)/.e.Z/; = (-2/7^ e f ) 2^ where is the 
binding energy of the electron in the final state represented by principal quantum number nf ; 
and (ii) slater screening [8,9] (SS), i.e. Zjy = Z - 8  whereZ is the nuclear charge of the projectile
and S [ 10] is the total screening charge by the passive electrons. In these two cases, the final 
state wavcfunction is hydrogenic with effective number charge Z/;. (iii) In other case, the 
interaction of the active electron with the projectile ion has been estimated by a model 
potential as
VpArpe) = ~ T —  ^ —— [(Z-q)  + brPe]
rPe 'Ft
Figure 4. Total capture cross sections for Be4* + //<I.t) collisions. Theory : ------. present
work ; AAA the results of CDW-EFS method of Busengo et al [15] and • • • ,  CTMC results 
|I3, 141.
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where Zand q are respectively the nuclear and asymptotic charge of the projectile ion. b and A 
are two arbitrary parameters chosen variationally with respect to a slater basis set in such a 
way that corresponding Hamiltonian of the active electron in the final stale js diagonalised to 
reproduce correct energies. Model potential parameters are given in tabular form in our earlier 
work [ 111.
F ig u re  5. Total captu ic  cross sections foi H u ■+ Hi l.\) co llisions. T h e o r y ------ , presen t
work ; (model potential). . present work (S S m odel), - present work (BES-m odcl), 
▲, the results of Hansen and Dubois [16j and # , CTM C results [14, 17]
From Figure 2, we find that variation ol total cross sections with impact energies m case 
of Be2* + H interaction has lair agreement between two sets of results. In case ol collisions ol 
Be with atomic hydrogen, agreement are more closer (shown in Figure 3) except for the 
results obtained Irom model potential approach. For Be4* + H collision, cxpennicntal results
Figure 6. Total capture cross sections for B "  + H (i .s )  collisions. Theory : ------ , present
work ; (model potential).............present work (SS-ntodel),......................... . present work (BES-
tnodel. and • • • ,  CTMC n su its  [5. 14]
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[12], CTMC results [13, 14] and BCCIS-rcsults {11J have excellent agreement (shown in 
Figure 4). In case of collisions of B(/+(q = 3 -  5 ) with atomic hydrogen (shown in Figure 5-7), 
classical and quantum mechanical results have more or less satisfactory agreement.
F ig u re  7. Total cap ture cross sections foi /T* -» H{ l.v) co llis io n s T h e o r y ----- . p resent
theory, VVV CTM C results [5, 14] A A A ,  results o f Hansen and Dubois [10], •  • • ,  results 
oI Busnengo e t tit [15J Expl □ □ □ ,  results o f Goffe et til [12]
4. Concluding remarks
Calculated quantum mechanical results arc exhaustive and rigorous. On the other hand, classical 
results have been obtained from several thousand trajectories. Agreement between these two 
sets of results in case of heavy ion-atom collisions indicate that ensemble interpretation could 
be well accepted in determining the classical limit of quantum mechanical formulation.
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